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Announcements
Mar 1, 2022 - Donating to AH
AH is currently seeking donations to cover our monthly expenses. When we notice the
account dipping below our expenses - it is time for someone to post our needs. It is now time
to post as we are currently running critically low - to the point of possible loss of server
access, and postings.
Reminder - There are NO paid advertisements anywhere on this site. No paid ads on the
articles, forums (including the new TIU forum), anywhere. This is by request from CM - this
is a FREE site that is funded 100% by those who do so freely. There are no strings or special
programs. We could add banner advertising, search engine ads, special forum access and
many other ways to monetize this. We have been instructed with a simple one-word - NO.
We are close to the finish line and need financial help to cross it. Thank you
(Scroll down right to the bottom for the DONATE button on the left)
** once donations reach the appropriate amount, this message will be adjusted **
Political Information
Feb 27, 2022 - The War On Cash Entering Bold New Phase
Ron: This author correctly outlines the problems inherent in the current global banking
and financial systems. However, his assessment and recommended methods for trying to
protect personal earnings and wealth assumes that our global socio-political and
economic systems and governance arrangements won't change. However, those systems
and arrangements are in the process of being changed NOW.
Because of the gross criminality and dysfunctionality of current global governance,
Universe Management has tasked the Triodity of Presidents Trump, Putin and Xi with
its elimination and replacement with godly governance. Accordingly the Talmudic cabal of
banksters and corporatists who have created the dysfunctional monetary meme and the
fraudulent political, banking and financial control systems that enslave our world are
being removed. This is evidenced by Russia's recent cleansing of the corrupt cabal
infrastructure in the Ukraine.
Accordingly the methods for wealth preservation discussed herein are no longer relevant
or needed. Having removed the demonic global controllers the Triodity and its global
Alliance supporters are now orchestrating the introduction of new global governance and
financial arrangements that eliminate the problems this author discusses.
The current global financial system is about to crash and the Triodity is introducing a
Quantum Financial System (QFS) to replace it. The transition is being organised in such
a way as to prevent anyone losing the value of their savings, pensions and 401Ks etc.
The QFS is a divinely organised unhackable system that will ensure that neither
governments nor anyone else can steal or defraud anyone using it. The system will be
oversighted by divinely controlled military forces globally.
To ensure a speedy introduction of these changes a critical mass of humans on this
planet needs to want it and to stay positive so that their high consciousness energetic
frequency overcomes remaining negative energies to ensure that remnants of the
demonic globalist cabal's plans are publicly outed and their cohorts routed. That
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exposure needs to be public so that the huge numbers of individuals still unaware of the
reality in which they have been living will begin to see it.
That reality has been built on the money meme and associated demonic ideologies like
Capitalism, Fabianism, Socialism, Communism, Bolshevism and Fascism that have been
used as mind control mechanisms to alienate and subjugate most of this planet's
population. An hypnotic trance centred on the need for money and compliance with
corporatist government control of almost every facet of life has mentally and physically
enslaved most of humanity here. BUT that mind control trance is breaking down because
people are starting to see the dictatorial nature of governments and corporations
everywhere as government bureaucracies and corporate managements try desperately to
convince everyone that common colds and flues are a deadly, mysterious magic virus
requiring societal lockdowns and regular poisonous injections forever.
In addition to the financial and banking changes, the Triodity and the global Alliance
have assumed control of virtually all global governments and are currently organising the
least disruptive and harmful means for introducing Quantum governance along with the
QFS. The Quantum system will pave the way for genuine grass roots republican
representative governance everywhere. It will also transform healthcare, education and
power provision arrangements. Those changes are beginning to manifest now.
Although the global cabal caused the coming socio-economic collapse and initiated the
Covid mass psychosis scamdemic with its associated injection bio-weapons, hoping to
cause their financial and governance RESET; it ain't gonna happen. Quantum governance
and the QFS will rapidly result in money ceasing to dictate human thoughts, narratives
and actions.
There will be a RESET but it will be divinely orchestrated and it will permanently
eliminate all the demonic influences that have created the dystopia in which this planet
has been drowning for centuries.
As bankster controlled COVID-19 related anti-human governance policies become more
strident, their lies and mind control techniques have become more obvious as is apparent
in Canada today. People are starting to reject corporatism, centralism and globalism and
to seek alternatives. They are also starting to see that abundance and security actually
depend on communitarian societal life using human initiative and labour properly applied
locally to the planet's abundant physical resources. For instance "Truckers" create
wealth, welfare and security, politicians and bureaucrats DON'T.
Happiness and security is not global, it's local. Most humans are thought to be able to
relate on a personal level to a maximum of about 145 people and in most cases that
limits the locale in which such mutual socialisation and support can occur.
Christ Jesus taught that love is the way, the truth and the life, and that love
facilitates the growth of higher consciousness, aka salvation. The divine model for
human evolvement in society is that of the life of Christ Jesus. That life, as modelled
during Jesus' public ministry, was communitarian living, with each member of the
community contributing time and energy for the benefit of everyone else.
Higher consciousness is attained by individuals developing their capacity for unconditional
love. It isn't transactional and doesn't arise from marketing the self or things; or
acquiring or hoarding money, wealth or power. Nor is it facilitated by jet setting and
celebrity status. Love thrives in community. It grows from giving our energy and
abilities freely and unconditionally in the service of others we know and live with.
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Despite the financial fears bedevilling our world we are on the cusp of real positive
change which will rapidly eliminate our current excessive focus on money. That may not
be apparent because most governments and the global MSM are still wedded to
furthering the plans of our erstwhile Globalist controllers. Be aware though, that their
Talmudic bankster power base has been destroyed and they are clinging to the
appearance of power just like the Biden pretendency in the US. That fascade is about
to collapse and the truth about our world will be exposed for everyone to see.
When the truth of how our world really operates is publicly disclosed most people will
be shocked and emotionally devastated. As that happens it will be important for
everyone to forgive themselves and each other for what they will feel has been their
ignorance, gullibility, insecurity and ego-centricity. Our mind controlled ignorance and
ego-centric psychic condition has been programmed and inculcated into us from birth
and the failure to realise the true toxic reality of life on this planet can be said to be
understandable.
We need to move through our shock and anger at the demonic deception and incredible
cruelty and criminality of our demonic controllers and their minions and enablers in
order to increase our energetic vibrations. Why? So that we can accomodate the higher
energetic frequencies coming to this planet from the centre of the galaxy to increase
consciousness here. If we do that we will be able to enjoy and enhance the divinely
ordained freedom and abundance that will become our new world.
When the Triodity's task is completed the US and all nations around the world will
enter upon a totally new, warfare-free environment in which local, national and
international community co-operation, rather than violent opposition and ego-centric
competition, will become the norm.
After President Trump is affirmed as the legitimate Commander in Chief of North
America, public disclosures about the Globalist cabal's demonic, grossly criminal
genocidal activities and its impoverishment and enslavement of the global population, will
occur. Similarly, disclosure of the suppressed inventions and discoveries of Nikola Tesla,
Royal Raymond Rife and many others will occur. As those inventions become available
physical life, health and welfare on this planet will be transformed.
Under the unhackable QFS the US and every nation will be responsible for issuing their
own gold backed money, currency and cryptos in their respective jurisdictions. This
initiative is currently being undertaken by the Trump administration and its global
Alliance allies under the guidance of the Office of the International Treasury Controller
(ITC).
The monetary system reset in the US will be part of a global QFS Reset. That Reset is
being organised by the ITC who is agreeing with every nation in the world, the "Pegging"
of their currency to a replacement for the Petro Dollar which will be
the INTERNATIONAL GOLD BACKED GLOBEC CURRENCY to be used for international
trading. That process will establish the value of each national currency vis-a-vis the
Globec. That will initiate global monetary stability and result in the existing currency
markets being abolished. That process has involved the collection of numerous details
and data so that a real and practical value could be assessed for each currency and
agreed with the applicable country. See: DAVID CRAYFORD ---------- IT'S TIME
THAT SOMEONE STARTED KICKING ASS SO THAT CHANGES TO THE CURRENT
FINANCIAL SYSTEM CAN BE MADE TO BENEFIT EVERYONE, NOT THE MINORITY
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- http://abundanthope.net/pages/Whistleblower_and_OITC_114/DAVID-STARTEDKICKING-ASS-SO-THAT-CHANGES-TO-THE-CURRENT-FINANCIAL-SYSTEM-CANBE-MADE-TO-BENEFIT-EVERYONE-NOT-THE-MINORITY
The QFS is said to be already operating in tandem with the SWIFT system but may not
be fully implemented until after the coming Magnetic Reversal STAND STILL, and
stasis period. The QFS will transform social and economic life on this planet. Problems
associated with commercial banking and usury as we know them will be gone. Sovereign
national treasuries will issue all local money and currency on an interest free basis. The
QFS will also include an unhackable gold backed crypto money system.
The elimination of usury will eliminate income taxation and pave the way for global
prosperity and abundance. Gross inequality and poverty will be eliminated very quickly.
This planet and its remaining inhabitants will then be ensconced in Christ Michael Aton's
Millennial Reign.
The Celestials and the Triodity are fully aware of globalist plans to create supply chain
disruptions, food shortages and socio- economic chaos. As a result, food stockpiles have
been created to prevent widespread starvation and chaos once the stock, bond and
financial markets collapse. Alliance military around the world will organise and supervise
food distribution and maintain order as necessary.
Also, plans are in hand to ensure that the QFS and independent systems created by
Russia, China and the US will replace the SWIFT system without serious long term
disruption to global banking arrangements. Bank savings, retirement plans, pensions and
401K plans etc will not suffer serious loss as a result of this process. Moreover, in due
course the QFS will arrange for proper restitution of wealth fraudulently taken from
everyone during their lifetime. Accordingly, an abundant future is assured for everyone
and concerns about acquiring gold, silver or cryptos is unnecessary.
Apart from having food and water on hand to enable survival for, say, seven days or
so, if (when) power and/or telecommunications facilities cease to operate in your locale,
it is time to stop focussing on negative past occurances, COVID-19 machinations and
seeming continuing Globalist control of our world. Those appearances are deceptive, a
mirage, a movie being allowed to be played out by those tasked by CM to take back
Gaia, his beloved seed planet. This is happening in order to get the population to realise
what the globalist controllers of governments and most everything else INTENDED to
do once they got complete control of this planet.
Those who do Wake Up will be saved the tedious repetition involved in continuing their
journey on 3d planets while Gaia is fast tracked into 5d higher consciousness after the
coming Magnetic Reversal and Stand Still. Those who don't, will be transported by Star
Fleet during stasis to other 3d environments more suited to their energetic needs.
Accordingly those who seek to hasten the coming new world of freedom and abundance
should seek to increase their consciousness by turning their attention and positive focus
to visualising the loving, peaceful, harmonious and abundant global environment they wish
to see. Dwelling upon, or getting angry at the misery and machinations of the past
and/or fearing the future, will merely create low personal vibrations and the resultant
lower energetic frequencies impede the manifestation of the higher vibrational world we
all desire. Once enough people look forward to our impending, loving and abundant
future, it will manifest. So be it.
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Political Information
Feb 27, 2022 - Klaas Woldring, ‘A republic requires a new constitution’, CT 26/2/22,
p.34 says Australia needs a new constitution.
Political Information
Feb 27, 2022 - Alert: Ukraine chemical time bomb; warning to Putin and the Ukraine
military
Human/Animal Rights
Feb 27, 2022 - US-Saudi War On Yemen Has Killed 377,000 People, 70% of Those
Were Children Under 5 years old

Since the pandemic hit, more people have been facing the threat of starvation globally, which
put tremendous pressures on the WFP, Beasley said. Now, 285 million people around the
world face the threat of starvation, which makes it more difficult to attend to Yemen's
needs, he added. Benjamin Norton
Political Information
Feb 27, 2022 - Neil Oliver, We Watch Russia Through the Barred Windows of Our
Own Despotism
Human/Animal Rights
Feb 27, 2022 - Rape Victims 'systematically failed' in England and Wales, report
finds
It took an average of nearly 706 days between reporting an offence to police and the
start of a criminal trial, the report said, with rape survivors facing repeated delays and
cancellations. One case took 16 years to reach court due to "an apparent lack of evidence",
despite the presence of DNA at the scene. Rajeev Syal
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Political Information
Feb 27, 2022 - They’ve Gone Honking Mad: Canada State Media Claims Trucker
Convoy Left Ottawa Residents Suffering from “Trauma” due to “Phantom Honking” –
Yes… Really
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - DIRECT DEMOCRACY: EVERYONE IS A CHIEF II
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - ‘The U.S. and Its Allies Undermined the Minsk Accords for Too Long’
– Patrick Henningsen
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - Playing The Mighty Wurlitzer vs Reality
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - Chinese Embassy Points To ‘real threat to the world'

Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - US Plans to Destroy Taiwan to “Save” It
The stationing of US military personnel on the island of Taiwan, territory the US officially
recognizes as "part of China," or at the very least, territory the US recognizes China has
claimed as its own - is an obvious provocation. US diplomatic, political, economic, and now
military activity on and around Taiwan takes place thousands of miles from America's own
shores and helps illustrate that amidst rising tensions between the US and China,
Washington is clearly the chief instigator.
Brian Berlectic
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - YouTube Blocks Monetization of Russia-Affiliated Channels, Including
RT
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - Ukrainian Propaganda in Conflict With The Truth
Political Information
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Feb 26, 2022 - "Doesn't Really Add Up": Canadian MPs Grill Public Safety Minister
On Use Of Emergencies Act

Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - Facebook Allows Praise of Neo-Nazi Ukrainian Battalion If It Fights
Russian Invasion
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - LA Is Spending Up To $837,000 Per Unit To House The Homeless
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - Ground Report, People’s Convoy Now Approximately 15 Miles of
Truckers
Health and Nutrition
Feb 26, 2022 - The Collapsing Covid Narrative is Being Replaced with Putin and
Ukraine
Vasko Kohlmayer: The Covid-19 crisis was a government-imposed disaster from
beginning to the end...
Ron: Actually "the virus" was a psy Op, a false narrative about common colds, flues and
respiratory infections used to create mass hysteria - mass psychosis; by governments,
health authorities and the MSM.
Vasko Kohlmayer: The Ukranian crisis is likewise a government induced disaster. The
feckless Joe Biden, Antony Blinken and their globalist cronies provoked Putin by pushing
the idea of NATO at the doorstep of Russia. This was as unacceptable to the Russians
in the same way that Mexico entering the Warsaw Pact would be unacceptable to the
United States.
Ron: Moreover, the hysteria about Russia's military action to eliminate the criminal
regime in power in Ukraine and to restore real democracy to the Ukrainian population, is
also a Psy Op, designed to create mass hysteria and psychosis.
Vasko Kohlmayer: We should not be surprised at Putin's anger. If he overreacts, the
ensuing catastrophe will have been sparked by the provocateurs who were needlessly
poking the Russian bear in the eye.
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Ron: Putin will not 'overreact'. Russia's military actions in Ukraine are necessary to
draining the global demonic swamp.
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - Jack Waterford, ‘Russia should shrink from dressing down, CT
26/2/22, p.32, says Russia has no case at all in international law for his spectacular
breach of the peace
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - Day 3 – Western PSYOPs In Full Overdrive
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - President Trump CPAC Speech – 7pm ET Livestream Links
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - Pfizer, Moderna Investors Run For The Exits
The FDA is the trusted third-party verification of pharmaceutical products. 50% of
their budget comes from Pharma...due to the institutional imperative that was in place
at the time and the speed with which they tried to approve these unproven products
with this unproven technology, fraud did occur, and what's my proof of that? The FDA,
together with Pfizer, were trying to hide the clinical data. And it's come out
recently...that the all-cause mortality for the Pfizer product failed - that means there
were more deaths in the vaccine group than the placebo group. Normally in such a case,
you have NO drug approval for such drugs. It's the gold standard. I've been told by all
my people in the Biotech Industry they were horrified... And unfortunately, that is not all.
Dowd feels that although he has successfully predicted three large frauds in his career, he
now expects a global financial market collapse with the debt bubble getting ready to
burst. Justus R Hope MD
Political Information
Feb 26, 2022 - EU and NATO Remove Selected Russian Banks From SWIFT Financial
Exchange
Health and Nutrition
Feb 26, 2022 - 4 U.S. Companies Will Pay $26 Billion to Settle Claims They Fueled
The Opioid Crisis
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